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If you own an old model motorcycle and you do not have the user manual, there are chances
that you will have difficulty identifying the parts, including the carburetor. Our next question is
how to identify your Mikuni carburetor in terms of its size and code. For this, you need to take
out your carb from your motorcycle and clean and dry it. You can do this yourself if you have
previous experience of handling carburetors or take the help of your mechanic. In the code or
designation of a Mikuni carburetor like HSR 42 or TM 42, HSR or TM indicates the design of the
carburetor and 42 indicates the bore internal diameter size in mm on the engine end of the
carburetor your carburetor has two ends, one end is connected to the engine engine end and
the other end is connected to the air filter air filter end. Examine the engine end of the
carburetor and you may find the stamped marking like HSR 42 or similar to that which indicates
the design and size of your carburetor. How to find the carburetor number? I have collected the
information of Mikuni single carburetors of all designs used in motorcycles and sizes and
compiled them in Table-1 below. This information is collected from the Mikuni catalog. You can
download the Mikuni catalog at this page. If the bore size is 48 mm , your carburetor number is
HSR 48 since there is only one Mikuni carburetor with a 48 mm bore size Table Do not worry,
take your caliper again and measure the dimensions A, B, C , and D to find the design code of
your Mikuni. Please see Table-2 , Table-3, and Table-4 for the details. The following paragraphs
give you a brief introduction about the different designs of Mikuni carbs used in motorcycles.
The numbers 42, 45, and 48 indicate the bore size at the engine end, 42 mm, 45 mm, and 48 mm
respectively. HSR 48 is the preferred one for racing motorcycles. HSR series has flat-slide
throttle with roller bearings and accelerator pump. Mikuni RS Series carburetors are designed
and built for in-line four-cylinder engines of performance motorcycles and come with radial flat
slides for throttling. Mikuni RS series carburetors are available in sizes 34, 36, 38, and 40 mm.
Mikuni RS series carburetors have push-pull type throttle assembly to assure positive closing
of the carburetor throttle slides for high-performance racing engines. TMX series carburetors of
35 mm bore size are used for cc race engines whereas 38 mm bore size is used for cc race
engines. Mikuni TM Series carburetors have flat slide throttles and are available in sizes 24, 28,
32, 33, 34, 36, 38, and 40 mm. VM series carburettors come in sizes 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 34,
36, 38 and Mikuni has got Super BN series Carburetors specially designed for high horsepower
racing watercraft. Mikuni carburetors are the products of Mikuni Corporation, Japan and they
are in the field of carburetors and other automotive-related products for more than 60 years.
They are well known and are one of the leading manufacturers in this field. This subsidiary was
formed in However, there may be some Mikuni carburetors supplied as OEM original equipment
manufacturer to motorcycle manufacturers for on-road and city use. Mikuni Carburetors which
are not designated as C. California Air Resource Board cannot be fitted on motorcycles that are
intended to be used in towns or on freeways in the state of California and other states with
similar restrictions on pollution control. Mikuni carburetors are mainly sold and used for
off-road ATVs and racing purposes only. Because of this, Mikuni carbs should be replaced or
repaired by the authorized dealer of Mikuni or by an experienced mechanic trained in Mikuni
carburetors. Hi I have a Mikuni carb on my 2stroke scooter which is a model called either a
cracker or an explorer 50cc, but I have looked on so many sites , to try and find one that is or
looks the same. Not one carb looks the same. Mine is an auto choke carb , with two sets of
wired that fit to it. One site goes to the choke and the other set of wired go to a solenoid , that
screws into the carb just above the oil inlet. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Table of Contents: I. Introduction II. Mikuni Carburetor
Identification [1] How to know your Mikuni carb is fake or original? Is Mikuni a good carburetor?
Conclusion I. Introduction If you own an old model motorcycle and you do not have the user
manual, there are chances that you will have difficulty identifying the parts, including the
carburetor. TM is HSR 42 mm carburetor with a standard finish. Spread the love. January 29, 0.
August 19, 2. November 19, 0. February 3, 0. About The Author Jason. Robert M Ehlenbach
September 27, Reply. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. The word Mikuni ought to be printed
somewhere on the carburetor. It could be in small or large letters. To distinguish Mikuni from
Solex, note that Solex printed carburetors with a made in Italy, Germany or anywhere else in
Europe sign points to the fact that this is not a Mikuni carburetor but a purely European Solex.
Mikuni Carburetors are carburetors made by a company in Japan and used in Japanese bikes
such as Hondas, Kawasakis, and Yamahas. For those who own motorcycles, there are different
integral parts that you need to invest in for your machine to function optimally. The carburetor,
for example, is one of the most important parts of your bike. It heavily influences the throttle:
the response and control that you have as the rider. It has the power to improve throttle control
which is desirable to the rider. A time comes when you need to replace your carburetor, adjust it
or even rebuild it. You could leave the work to the professionals at the dealership or choose to
do it yourself. While there are tutorials on how to do this, the first thing that you need to identify

is which type of carb you have. Once you have this covered, everything else will fall into place
much easier. A Mikuni carburetor, like any other carburetor, is a mechanical device. It works in
motorcycles to combine air and fuel within the internal combustion engine. Its primary job is to
control air flow into the engine. During this controlling process, the air pressure within the
engine is determined by the speed at which the air enters the combustion engine. The unique
thing about Mikuni carburetors is that they are manufactured in Japan and consequently used
in Kawasaki, Honda, Yamaha and other Japanese motorcycles. There are a number of
advantages to be enjoyed from using Mikuni carburetors. The first is that it drastically improves
throttle response. It does work best with a stock motor. Secondly, it is easier to tune and does
not force you to pay extra to get a professional to do it for you as you can do it yourself. Thirdly,
it makes the motorcycle much easier to start which many enjoy. In general, the Mikuni
carburetor drastically improves the performance of your motorcycle. While this is not a problem
in itself, some people do not like this noise. To be fair, some motorcyclists actually like this
noise and consider it a part of their riding experience. This carburetor promises to help your
engine reach its full potential. The compact design fits like stock and employs a simple bolt-on
application. It comes with instructions so you need not worry about being able to bolt it on. You
do not have to pay a professional at your dealership just to install the Mikuni HSR 42 mm. This
carb is compatible with all Harley Twin Cams from to It can be found on Amazon here. This carb
is designed to fit a number of Harley Davidson motorcycles, from to , some of which I wrote
about here. It has a flat side throttle and roller bearings. It is available in 42 and 45 mm throttle
bores that are supposed to be used with mild or highly modified engines and stock. The carb
also has an accelerator pump technology. This technology allows the carburetor to deliver high
quality performance from idle to wide open throttles. Additionally, the HSR 45 air cleaner, jets,
cables and breather come in an aluminum finish. They are also interchangeable. The HSR 45 is
available on Amazon here. These carburetors, particularly the VM series, are popular in
motorcycling sports. They are common in flat track and road racing on 2 and 4 stroke engines.
One of the advantages of this series is that it features different bore sizes which riders can
select from. The purpose of this is to match engine modifications by increased fuel mixture
flow. It is compatible with the pit bike engine cc 2 stroke and the Honda 76 MT among others.
This carburetor works best on quad and dirt pit bikes. It brings about increased performance
and power among other things. The Mikuni VM26 carb has a 30mm inner outlet diameter and a
42mm air filter fitting. Another important feature is the 48mm distance between the fixing holes.
This high performance carb can fit a number of pit bikes including the Honda XLR. The VM26 is
available to check out on Amazon right now. It also increases the airflow in the bike. The 30mm
carburetor fits bikes that have an engine similar to that of the Honda Additionally, it works with
a 44mm air filter and improves throttle response in general. The RS series was created to meet
the needs of road and drag race motorcycle teams. The 36mm along with other carburetors from
the RS series has a radial flat side design which is optimal for maximum horsepower gains. It
also provides an instant throttle response owing to its adjustable accelerator pump system. You
can check out this bad boy on Amazon right here! The Mikuni HSR48 is used with race and
custom applications and is not for use with standard applications. Its finish is that of high
polished aluminum and it helps riders and racers to realize the optimum potential of their
custom race engines. Additionally, it is recommended for use in engines that are ci or bigger.
These engines ought to have higher flow heads and cams for the Mikuni carb to be compatible.
This carb found on Amazon fits two-stroke off-road racing and Motocross uses. It features the
radial flat side throttle design for the valve. This works well to improve throttle response. It is
also important as it increases sensitivity to tuning, which is a good thing. The carburetor is best
placed in a cc racing engine. Smaller race engines such as the cc would do best with the 35mm
bore size instead. Like other Mikuni carburetors, the TM Series 33mm improves throttle
response on motorcycles. The air flows faster in the TM series and the flat slide design blocks
the jet helping to create a smooth bore effect. It is a dual cable carb and works on the Suzuki 97
DR bike and others, empowering them to run as though they are new although they may be
significantly older. Like the 33mm, this TM series flat slide carb lets air flow through faster. It
improves on the throttle response and is compatible with the Kawasaki KLXS although one
would need longer cables. It also fits into the 99 KLX and is known to generally improve the
running of the motorcycle. There are a number of carburetors that you could opt for in the
market. Each of these carburetors is from a well-known or hardly- known manufacturer. At the
end of the day, it is upon you to decide which of the manufacturers appeals most to you. Mikuni
has been in the market for a very long time. The manufacturer has continuously provided
Honda, Suzuki, Yamaha and even Harley Davidson motorcycle owners with the carburetors that
they need over the years. From various cust
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omer reviews, you can tell that customers are often happy with the product. Once it fits the
bike, then praises are heaped on the increased throttle response and control. It is best to check
for compatibility before you pick any specific carburetor for your bike. However, with the Mikuni
carburetors covered, you will be able to find something to suit your taste, preference and need.
These carburetors are some of the best in the market and you should give them a shot. Hi, I'm
Teddy! I started this site along with two other friends and fellow roadhogs, Lee and Normberg.
Together we document the state of the motorcycle industry, our travels together, and other
random things. What is a Mikuni Carburetor? What is special about a Mikuni Carburetor?
Advantages of Having Mikuni Carburetors There are a number of advantages to be enjoyed from
using Mikuni carburetors. Conclusion There are a number of carburetors that you could opt for
in the market. Welcome to my Site! Essential Motorcycle Gear.

